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As motivation for the construction of near chromatic polynomials we consider the following experimental design problem. Suppose that we wish to test the eﬀect on rats of two sets of drugs. Let
X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm } and Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } denote these sets. In our investigation, experiments
will test the interaction of a given drug from set X with one or more drugs from set Y. Also, suppose
that each test of pairs last 12 hours. We can then form a bipartite graph in which vertices correspond
to speciﬁc drugs and where the vertices xi and yj are joined by an edge if the corresponding drugs are
to be tested together. We see that on any one day drug xi can be paired with at most two other drugs
from set Y. If λ = number of days required to complete the tests, we can note that the near chromatic
polynomial will tell us whether completion of the investigation is possible in λ days and will provide the
number of possible arrangements of these experiments. In addition, the “near chromatic index” will give
the minimum number of days required for completion [S. Fiorini and R. J. Wilson, Edge-colourings of
graphs (1977; Zbl 0421.05023)].
For the entire collection see [Zbl 0788.00046].
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